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Proposed Enhancement to Down Stream Framing in OFDM proposal  
(IEEE 802.16.3 c-01/33) 

Anish Tolia and Yonatan Manor, Oren Semiconductor 
Chet Shirali and Menashe Shahar, Vyyo  

Overview  
This enhancement to the downstream framing is designed to accommodate dynamic adaptive modulation on a 
frame-by-frame basis. Various modulation schemes varying from QPSK to QAM 64 are supported, as are 
OFDM and OFDMA modes. Various FEC modes may also be implemented including concatenated RS and 
convolutional as well as block turbo codes. The frame structure may be implemented in the MAC or the PHY 
however, implementation in the PHY layer somewhat simplifies the MAC/PHY communication. 

The base station organizes the data for transmission according to the channel quality of the targeted CPEs.  The 
data for transmission is divided to blocks, called the Super Frame (Sframe).  Contained within the Super Frame 
are sync pattern, header and data segments of varying modulation rates and FEC structure. 

 

Sframe Structure 
The Sframe and the Frames are always cyclic. Each Sframe is made of a whole number of Frames.  A Frame is 
defined as data in an OFDM block.  The Sframe consists of the following: 

1. Sync pattern: The start of any Frame should include a unique data stream to identify the start of a super 
frame or frame. 

2. QPSK header. The header describes the parameters of the 6 segments to follow in the next Sframe. The 
QPSK modulation on the header ensures reception by all CPE’s. 

3. Data segments; each is assigned with a length and a burst profile representing modulation and FEC 
parameters. The modulation may vary from QPSK up to QAM 64  

4. Termination of last Sframe segment.  This is done to prevent data packet splitting because of Sframe 
termination.  The modulation parameters of this segment are the same as of the last segment of the 
previous Sframe. 

Each data segment in a Sframe is made of a whole number Bit Interleaved blocks that are processed by the bit 
interleaver (BI) and the bit deinterleaver (BDI) at the receiver. The length of each segment is thus reported in the 
header in units of BI blocks. The BI block has a programmable length. A data segment may occupy part of an 
OFDM symbol or more than one OFDM symbol. 

Each data segment constitutes a single transmission burst, excluding the termination segment.  The FEC of each 
segment is initiated and terminated independently of other data segments.  This allows adaptive modulation and 
coding to be applied to each data segment. 

Each data segment can have a length of zero symbols.  Each data segment can cover the whole length of the 
Sframe. The last data segment can continue into the next Sframe, where the next Sframe header indicates the 
continuation.   

The packet arrangement is shown in the diagram below.  
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